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Child Development Project Officer
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Child Marriage Protection Committee
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Child Rights Protection Forum

DEO

District Education Officer

HS
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Integrated Child Development Scheme
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MLA

Member of Legislative Assembly
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Member of Parliament

MPDO

Mandal Parishad Development Officer
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MPPS
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MPUPS
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MVF
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Physical Education Teacher
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Upper Primary School

VO

Village Organisation
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Village Revenue Officer

ZPHS

Zilla Parishad High School

ZPTC

Member – Zilla Parishad Territorial Constituency

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MVF launched an intervention during 2014 to extend educational support to adolescent girls aged 1118 years in 31 villages under three mandals of Ranga Reddy district in Telangana State, namely
Marpally, Shankarpally and Vikarabad. This initiative was taken up in collaboration with SCFR. The
project was extended to a further 31 villages in Halaharivi and Holagunda mandals of Kurnool district
and 37 villages in Atmakur (S) and Nutankal mandals of Nalgonda district, where the organisation has
significant presence in the field. The primary objective of the intervention was to enable adolescent
girls access their right to education and towards their dignity and freedom. The broad components of
this intervention included the below:





Ensure that all children aged 11-18 continue their education and go on to pursue higher
education beyond Class 10
Mobilise community and institutional support for the rights of the girl child
Institutionalise the movement for girl child rights by forming adolescent girls’ Committees
Campaign against child marriage

Report Cards with comprehensive child data for 9 Assembly Constituencies were generated during
the year and shared with elected representatives and officials from the mandal to the district levels. A
State level meet was held in Hyderabad during March to share the findings of a research study on the
educational status of adolescent girls in Telangana State that had been taken up in 2014. The
document has been published in two languages.
28618 households of the project area were surveyed as a first step in the intervention. 38337 children
aged 0-18 years were identified. 2476 (30.1%) children aged 15-18 out of a total of 8229 were left out
of the education system. The reasons that had contributed to this state of affairs were looked into and
a wide range of efforts made to link them to school/college. The volunteers also undertook an analysis
of the school cohort to track missing children and their whereabouts. 976 (4.6%) children were found
missing as against an enrolment of 21379.
One of the key achievements of the project was the formation of Forums of Girls for Rights (exclusive
girls’ forums) and boys’ forums to strengthen the movement for girl child empowerment. Youth aged
11-18 years were included in these Forums. 180 Forums of Girls for Rights are in place with 3561
members. 772 male youth aged 15-18 years are associated with the boys’ forums. 51 Joint Forums
were formed with both 899 boys and girls in Ranga Reddy district, where the campaign for child rights
has a long history of more than two decades. They were formally oriented on their responsibilities and
called upon to do justice to their existence by leading the campaign from the front.
Members of all three Forums assembled at bimonthly frequency to deliberate on issues of relevance
to them with specific focus on the status of higher education and child marriage. The members’
association with the Forums has not only transformed their outlook but has also boosted their selfconfidence and sense of self-esteem. They have expressed solidarity with the organisational agenda
and have been playing a supportive role in working towards the cherished goal of empowering the girl
child.
Mandal Learning Centres have been established at 9 locations in two districts to create spaces for
adolescent girls and to facilitate their emotional and intellectual growth. These Centres are equipped
with games material and some of the Centres have access to newspapers. The girls take a break
from the drudgery of domestic life once a week and refresh themselves in each others’ company at
the Centres every Sunday.
Ongoing meetings were held with different community groups in an effort to reach out to them and
involve them at all levels of the campaign. 4467 people attended 247 meetings in all. These apart, key
occasions such as Women’s Day, Children’s Day, Youth Day, etc. were used as a means of sending
key messages to them in the context of the campaign. Efforts were made to prevent potential cases of
child marriage with the help of community groups and line department functionaries – more so the
ICDS. 32 out of 82 cases that were identified were successfully prevented and more than 30 of them
being followed up.
Steps were taken to ensure that children enrolled in Class 10 did not miss out on their exams. 472 out
of 1018 children that had failed to clear the exams were motivated to reappear for them. Older
children and those that could not access full-time schooling were prepared to appear for the Class 10
and Intermediate exams through open stream. 104 and 97 children respectively gave the Class 10

and the Intermediate exams. Tuitions were arranged for children in some locations to help them
prepare for the exams. Other steps taken by the volunteers to ensure children’s retention within the
education system include facilitating the issuance of Caste/Income Certificates, negotiating with
private colleges for fee concessions to poor students and arranging bus facilities in remote villages
through the RTC.

Finalising Activities under the 2014 Proposal
1.1.

PREPARATION OF TRAINING MODULES

A review session was held on 20th January 2015 with the participation of Project Coordinator Mr. Y.
Rajendra Prasad, Training Coordinator Mr. Dhanunjay and Coordinator Mr. Bhaskar to take stock of
the existing material for module preparation. It was decided that additional material was required for
the preparation of the modules. A second meet was held on 10th March 2015 to review the material
that had been collated after the conduct of the meet in January 2015. The material was shared with
the Programme Coordinator in Mahabubnagar for review and suggestions.
The modules have been prepared and are being translated into English and Hindi for dissemination. It
is expected that they would ready latest by end February 2016.
1.2.

PREPARATION OF CONSTITUENCY WISE DATA

Report Cards containing the following information were generated on the status of children in Kurnool,
Ranga Reddy, Nalgonda and Mahabubnagar districts during the reporting period








Demography – Constituency level
Literacy (in %) – National, State, District and Constituency
Enrolment in schools, hostels, residential schools, Anganwadi Centres – Constituency level
School Enrolment - % breakup between government and private schools in the Constituency
Dropout rates in the Constituency
Issues that need attention in the Constituency
Number of schools, hostels, residential schools and Anganwadi Centres – District level
Enrolment and dropout rates – District level

,
The volunteers met the following elected representatives and shared the Cards with them:
District
Kurnool

Ranga Reddy

Constituency
Alur
Yemmiganur
Vikarabad
Tandur
Medchal
Rajendranagar
Chevella*

Nalgonda
Mahabubnagar

Parigi
Suryapet
Thungathurthy
Nalgonda
Kollapur
Gadwal
Kalwakurthy

MP/MLA
Gummanuru Jayaram (MLA)
Jaya Nageswar Reddy (MLA)
Sanjeeva Rao (MLA)
Mahendar Reddy (MLA)
Sudhir Reddy (MLA)
Prakash Goud (MLA)
Konda Vishweshwar Reddy (MP)
Yadaiah (MLA)
Rammohan Reddy (MLA)
G. Jagadeeshwar Reddy (MLA)
G. Kishore (MLA)
G. Sukhender Reddy (MP)
Jupally Krishna Rao (MLA)
D. K. Aruna (MLA)
Janardhan Reddy (MLA)

Copies of the Cards were also shared with MPPs, Tehsildars, MPDOs, PHC Medical Officers and
MEOs and photocopies handed over to Sarpanchs for their reference. Detailed discussions were held
with all of them on the status of child rights and children’s education as brought out by the Cards.
The recipients were appreciative of the efforts put in by the organisation to compile valuable data that
could help in policy- and decision- making at the constituency and district levels. Age-classified
information could also help plan and strategise enrolment and retention programmes effectively. The
Cards would further guide elected representatives and officials in addressing gaps in education

facilities and infrastructure. Last but not the least, the Cards could enable them to assess the standing
of their respective constituencies at the district/State level.
1.3

STUDY ON FIRST GENERATION GIRLS IN SECOND YEAR OF SECONDARY SCHOOL

MVF had undertaken a study entitled A Study on ‘Education of Fist Generation Girl Students in Senior
Intermediate Colleges in Telangana’ during 2014. The findings of the Study were shared with key
officials of the Board of Intermediate Education – Telangana, and NGO functionaries during a
workshop held in Hyderabad on 30th March 2015. Issues that were focused include Academic
Performance, Sexual Awareness, Government & Institutional Support, Non-Institutional Support, and
Recommendations for Girls’ Education in Junior Colleges. Participants included women’s rights
activists, women elected representatives and representatives of print/electronic media.
Speaking on the occasion, Commissioner of Collegiate Education Ms. Shailaja Ramaiyer – I.A.S.,
informed that steps were already in place to address the issue of sexual harassment and eve-teasing
and promised to ensure free supply of textbooks to girls enrolled in government junior colleges. Mr.
Mallepalli Laxmaiah of Telangana Vidyavantula Vedika highlighted the need to improve girls’ access
to residential education facilities and offered to take the issue to the government’s notice.
Dr. Shantha Sinha and Mr. Venkat Reddy personally interacted with Education Minister of Telangana
State Mr. Kadiam Srihari earlier on 2nd March 2015 and shared the above findings with him. Dr.
Shantha Sinha also highlighted these findings during a presentation at a workshop organised by
National University of Education Planning and Administration in New Delhi in June 2015. Project
Coordinator Mr. Y. Rajendra Prasad also highlighted the findings during discussion forums organised
by television channels 10TV and NTV. 5000 copies each of the document were printed in Telugu and
English and disseminated among NGOs.

PROPOSAL FOR EDUCATION OF ADOLESCENT GIRLS
SURVEY
Household Survey
Door-to-door surveys of children aged 0-18 years were taken up in 28618 households across the
project area during March – May 2015 to gather the below information:






Population of children aged 0-18
School-going children aged 6-14 and out-of-school children aged 6-14
Children aged 15-18 that were enrolled in educational institutions and children that were out
of the education system
Occupational profiles, if any, of children aged 15-18
Marital status of children aged 15-18

These details were shared with village/mandal level elected representatives, mandal officials and
other stakeholders such as the SMC and the CRPF. Presentations were made on the educational
status of these children and the need to engage them in educational pursuits was highlighted.
Members of the Gram Panchayat and the SMC members took up the responsibility of speaking to the
children’s parents and officials promised to discuss the issue during their Task Force meetings.
Counselling sessions were held for the children and their parents on higher education opportunities
available to the former. The volunteers interacted with the participants on the children’s interests and
capacities and suggested alternatives. They were accompanied by SHG members and women ward
members on these visits. A number of people informed that the quality of education in government
schools was not up to the mark.
The broad outcomes of the survey are as below:

Mandal wise Household Survey Abstract (0-18 years age group)
District

Ranga
Reddy

Nalgonda

Kurnool
Total

Mandal

Households
Surveyed

Attending educational
institutions (15-18 years)

0-18 years

Outside the education
system (15-18 years)

Total

B

G

T

B

G

T

B

G

T

B

G

T

Marpally

2795

1482

1575

3057

304

285

589

74

67

141

378

352

730

Shankarpally

2708

1651

1643

3294

395

323

718

27

41

68

422

364

786

Vikarabad

2533

1527

1316

2843

263

218

481

25

45

70

288

263

551

Nutankal

3515

1809

1629

3438

415

333

748

33

44

77

448

377

825

Atmakur (S)

5475

2500

2215

4715

638

471

1109

51

56

107

689

527

1216

Halaharivi

4046

3002

2971

5973

431

320

751

182

247

429

613

567

1180

Holagunda

7546

7735

7282

15017

890

467

1357

742

842

1584

1632

1309

2941

28618

19706

18631

38337

3336

2417

5753

1134

1342

2476

4470

3759

8229

The table below provides details, in percentages, of children aged 15-18 that were engaged in
educational pursuits and of children in this age group that had discontinued their education:
Mandal
Marpally

% of children (15-18) attending
educational institutions
80.7

% of children (15-18) outside the
education system
19.3

Shankarpally

91.3

8.7

Vikarabad

87.3

12.7

Nutankal

90.7

9.3

Atmakur (S)

91.2

8.8

Halaharivi

63.6

36.4

Holagunda

46.1

53.9

Total

69.9

30.1

Response to and broad outcomes of the survey
The Basavini system (in which adolescent girls/women are dedicated to the village deity/temple – and
are usually exploited by men – mostly from upper castes), was in vogue in Gulyam and Chinnaheta
villages of Halaharivi mandal and Kogilathota village of Holagunda mandal. These girls were usually
outcast and found it difficult to enrol in school.
The MPDO of Halaharivi mandal was very responsive and appreciated the structure of the Data
Formats used by the survey team. He requested them to share the outcomes with him because there
was significant difference between the data that he had with him and the numbers they had provided.
Many boys from Ranga Reddy district had dropped out after Class 10 due to bad influences and poor
access to public transport. The names of 13 girls from Marpally mandal had been married underage
and had returned to their parents’ home villages but their names had featured neither in the list of
enrolled children nor in that of dropouts. Some children had returned to their mothers’ native villages
after their parents’ deaths. The village authorities were spoken to and their names included in the
local village registers.
A number of people from villages in Vikarabad mandal refused to share information with the survey
team, as the government had recently conducted a survey and had made tall promises but they had
not received any benefits. The investigators explained the objective of the exercise to them, after
which they began to cooperate. Sarpanchs from the mandal personally motivated 3 girl child dropouts
to enrol in KGBV. Two girls from Marpally mandal that had been married underage gave the Class 10
exams through Open stream and two others were enrolled in Junior College.
The survey in Nutankal brought out that the quality of nutrition available to most working women was
quite poor and that the number of widows was quite high. The average age at marriage ranged from
12-15 years. Seven families had HIV +ve members. HS pass outs from Masanpally had to commute
at least 35 kilometres to the nearest government college and 15 kilometres to the nearest private
college. There were 12 HS in the entire mandal but no Model School or government junior college.
The issue was referred to Sarpanchs and they were urged to discuss it during the Mandal General
Body meeting. They promised to move the local MLA in this regard
Cohort Analysis
Data were compiled on children enrolled in schools of the project area during academic 2014-15 class
wise and on their school-going status at the commencement of academic 2015-2016. The volunteers
gathered data on the number of missing children and tracked them down, following which they and
their parents/guardians were counselled with a view to bringing them back into the education system.
The outcomes of the exercise are as below:
Mandal

Halaharivi

Holagunda

Vikarabad

Shankarpally

Marpally

Enrolled (B)

1663

1298

1827

530

1658

Enrolled (G)

1677

1413

2110

572

Enrolment (Total)

3340

2711

3937

66

55

31

Missing (B)

Atmakur (S)

Nutankal

Total

1755

1735

10466

1583

1811

1747

10913

1102

3241

3566

3482

21379

28

139

77

72

468

Missing (G)

67

75

55

22

128

84

77

508

Missing Children (Total)

133

130

86

50

267

161

149

976

Shifted to other schools (B)

32

43

29

15

136

71

72

398

Shifted to other schools (G)

26

44

44

7

125

75

75

396

Children shifted (Total)

58

87

73

22

261

146

147

794

Migrated (B)

3

2

1

3

0

0

0

9

Migrated (G)

4

4

8

14

0

0

0

30

Migrant Children (Total)

7

6

9

17

0

0

0

39

Child Marriage (B)

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

Child Marriage (G)

0

4

3

1

2

0

0

10

Child Marriage (Total)

0

4

3

1

3

0

0

11

Dropout (B)

31

6

0

0

2

2

0

41

Dropout (G)

36

18

0

0

1

3

2

60

Dropout (Total)

67

24

0

0

3

5

2

101

Detained (B)

0

4

0

10

0

4

0

18

Detained (G)

1

4

0

0

0

6

0

11

Detained (Total)

1

8

0

10

0

10

0

29

Died (B)

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

Died (G)

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

Died (Total)

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

In addition to the above, an intensive exercise was taken up in 11 schools of the project in Kurnool
district to track the educational status of children. The State Government of Andhra Pradesh had
recently undertaken computerisation of school enrolment data and had assigned unique enrolment
numbers to each child, which would remain constant throughout the child’s tenure in the school. The
volunteers gathered child wise information based on these numbers and tracked the children
individually on an intensive scale. Each volunteer was assigned two schools and they personally
verified the presence of each child in school against entries in the registers, across 3 days during July
2015. They compiled lists of absentees and later noted the reasons for their absence from school. 3
members of a Girl Child Forum in Hardhageri participated actively in this effort. VO leaders from
Gulyam joined hands with the volunteers during their village visits.
The outcomes were presented to school managements and discussed with community and Girl Child
Forum members. The volunteers also shared the same with the MEOs of both mandals. It was noted
in quite a few cases that names of children were being continued in the schools though they had
shifted to other (mainly private) schools. The MEO of Holagunda mandal was unready to accept that
the children had dropped out and opined that it was alright as long as they were within the system.
Striking off their names would eventually result in teachers’ removal and schools’ closure, he added.
When spoken to, a number of teachers felt that they would return to their schools sooner or later, as
they would be unable to pay their fees. Also, striking off a child’s name from the register was not
permitted under the RTE Act. The children’s parents, at the other end, expressed that the quality of
education in government schools was substandard and that this was why they had withdrawn their
children from there.
The details of schools covered and the outcomes of cohort analysis in these 11 schools are as under*:
School

Mandal

Enrolment

Dropouts

MPPS Gulyam (Telugu)
ZPHS Chintakunta

Halaharivi
Halaharivi

288
353

MPUPS Bapuram

Halaharivi

206

MPUPS Hardhageri

Halaharivi

171

8
24
4 (incl. 1 case of
ill health)
2

MPPS Kaminhal

Halaharivi

68

2

KGBV

Holagunda

201

MPUPS Suluwayi

Holagunda

423

MPPS Nerniki Thanda
MPUPS Nerniki
Total

Holagunda
Holagunda

80
180
1970

25 (incl. 3
marriages)
10 (incl. 1
marriage)
1
5**
81

Shifted to other
schools
4
3 (private school)

Migrated

Detained

0
0

1
0

10 (private school)

3

0

1
10 (includes 4 to
KGBV)

1

0

0

0

50

0

30

2

9

0
0
57

1
4
61

0
0
10

* These numbers are included in the overall number of children tracked as part of Cohort Analysis
** One child from the school died due to ill health.
In all, 76 children from these 11 villages were found missing from school. 37 of them were personally
followed up and motivated to resume their education, the details of which are as below:
Class
1-5
6-8
KGBV
Junior
College
Hostel
Total

Mandal
Halaharivi
Holagunda
Halaharivi
Holagunda
Halaharivi
Holagunda
Halaharivi
Holagunda
Halaharivi
Holagunda
Halaharivi
Holagunda

Boys
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
3

Girls
0
0
2
1
22
2
2
2
0
2
26
7

Total
1
0
2
2
22
2
2
2
0
4
27
10

SOCIAL MOBILISATION
Community Outreach
Village level meetings were held with different groups such as women’s SHGs, parents and youth
associations to discuss the status of girl children’s higher education, problems faced in school, access
to public transport, long absenteeism, child marriage and school infrastructure. Mandal level SMC
meetings featured once in a month or two. SHG meetings held at the cluster level focused on child
marriage and girls’ higher education. Sector wise Anganwadi Workers’ meetings were held in
Shankarpally, Atmakur (S) and Nutankal mandals with support from the CDPOs to involve ICDS
personnel in the campaign.
The volunteers also convened meetings with parents of all children aged 6-18 years that had not
attending educational institutions. Child labour lists were updated and information on the reasons or
children’s absence from school/college shared with the participants. Youth and women’s groups were
involved in the process of motivating irregular children to resume their education. The SMC followed
up 29 irregular children in Shankarpally mandal. The SMC, youth, teachers, women’s groups and
CRPF members undertook special drives and participated in rallies during July to work towards 100%
enrolment. Door-to-door visits were taken up as part of this effort.
The volunteers made presentations to women Sarpanchs and ward members from the project area on
issues relating to adolescent girls including the Forums, and sought their support in strengthening the
campaign for girls’ rights. They also urged SHG members to focus on such issues. Data on the status
of child marriage were also shared with these groups, MPPs and mandal level officials. VO members
were asked to discuss higher education of girls and child marriage during their periodical meetings.
The daughter of an SHG member from Atmakur (S) mandal had been enrolled in school during
academic 2014-15 and passed the Class 10 exams in April 2015. She was admitted in a government
run Junior College and suitable accommodation was also identified for her.
The details of community meetings held during the year are as follows:
Mandal
Halaharivi
Holagunda
Vikarabad
Shankarpally
Marpally
Atmakur (S)
Nutankal
Total

CRPF
2
1
3
4
4
29
23
66

Community Meetings
Members
SMC
Members
35
0
0
21
0
0
45
2
35
60
4
60
65
3
45
321
31
382
267
25
228
814
65
750

Others
30
38
3
2
4
21
18
116

Members
1084
756
58
25
55
494
431
2903

Petitions were submitted to mandal level officials in the context of hindrances to children’s education
and their rights. Focus was placed on the status of girls’ education beyond the Class 10 level and the
problems being faced by them. The MVF team from Shankarpally petitioned to all MPs from
Telangana State, calling upon them to oppose the recent change in the Juvenile Justice Act,
according to which children aged 16-18 were also liable to be punished for cognisable offences.

Examination follow up
The volunteers compiled a database of children that were due to appear for the Class 10 and the
Intermediate exams through regular stream, prior to the conduct of the exams. They met the children
personally and checked if all of them had got their Hall Tickets. They contacted the head of institution
wherever someone had not received her/his Hall Ticket. They later followed up these children and
ensured that they turned up at the examination venue without fail, involving representatives of local
institutions and community based organisations where necessary. Parents were asked to accompany
their children to the examination centre on the day of the first exam so the children could maintain
their composure. 15, 10 and 8 children that had failed to clear the Class 10 exams during academic
2013-14 from Vikarabad, Shankarpally and Marpally mandals respectively were also successfully
motivated to reappear for the exams. 10 children from Shankarpally mandal and 2 from Vikarabad
mandal that had not cleared the Intermediate exams during the same year reappeared for them.
Subsequent to the declaration of the exam results, separate lists of children that had passed the
exams and of those that had failed to clear them were prepared. Cluster level meetings were held
with children and they were given detailed inputs on academic and vocational courses that they could
pursue after passing out. College lecturers shared their personal experiences with the children and
advised them to make well considered decisions on their future, as one wrong step would set their
careers back by years even before they could realise it. Meetings were also convened with their
parents, during which Gram Panchayat members, ICDS Supervisors and ICPS staff counselled them
that investing in children’s education was the best form of investment. Some of the parents opined
that it was not necessary to think about the children’s future in advance but the speakers noted that
today’s world is highly competitive and that education beyond the Intermediate level is mandatory for
any career prospects.
The Education Department had instructed head teachers of HS to conduct tuitions for children that
had failed the Class 10 exams so that they could appear for the Advanced Supplementary
examinations to be held in late June. There had not been much response to this facility and very few
children had turned up at the Centres. The volunteers took up the responsibility of identifying such
children and motivating them with the help of Gram Panchayat, SMC and CRPF members, to attend
these Centres. Centre wise meetings were held regularly to review the status of child attendance.
Tuitions were also held on a similar pattern by government run and privately managed Junior
Colleges for children appearing for the Intermediate (Advanced Supplementary) exams in June 2015.
Gram Panchayat members arranged stationery, water and snacks in some centres of Shankarpally
mandal. Eight children that had failed the Class 10 exams in 2014 from Marpally mandal were given
tuitions and their applications forwarded for exams during April 2015 through Urdu School, Marpally.
Volunteers from Atmakur (S) mandal followed up the cases of three tribal boys from Yepuru village
that had paid their fees but had not turned up at the examination venue and brought them to the
Centre. One of them, Saida, was twenty years old. Volunteers from Nutankal mandal followed up 53
children that had been appearing for the exams in Suryapet town. Auto rickshaws were arranged in
some remote villages of Vikarabad mandal to transport children giving the Class 10 exams to their
centres. The Gram Panchayat and the CRPF undertook this responsibility.
The details of children followed up for the Class 10 exams and the results are as below:
Class 10 (Regular) Examination Results – 2015
District

Ranga Reddy

Nalgonda
Kurnool
Total

Mandal

Appeared

Passed

Failed

B

G

T

B

G

T

B

G

T

Vikarabad

333

346

679

125

173

298

208

173

381

Marpally

281

258

539

167

174

341

114

84

198

Shankarpally

214

294

508

76

119

195

138

175

313

Atmakur (S)

290

249

539

254

217

471

36

32

68

Nutankal

351

324

675

319

300

619

32

24

56

Halaharivi

160

119

279

159

118

279

1

1

2

Holagunda

238

163

401

238

163

401

0

0

0

1867

1753

3620

1338

1264

2604

529

489

1018

Gender wise Class 10 (Regular) Exam Record – 2015
Boys
Appearing

Girls
Appearing

Children
Appearing

Boys
Passing

Girls
Passing

Children
Passing

Boys
Failing

Girls
Failing

Children
Failing

Ranga Reddy

828

898

1726

368

466

834

460

432

892

Nalgonda

641

573

1214

573

517

1090

68

56

124

Kurnool

398

282

680

397

281

680

1

1

2

Overall

1867

1753

3620

1338

1264

2604

529

489

1018

District

The first diagram brings out that a near-100% pass percentage was recorded in Kurnool district but
more than one-half of children that gave the exams from Ranga Reddy district failed to clear them.
Nearly 90% pass percentage was achieved in Nalgonda district as well. Approximately 73% of these
children succeeded in clearing the exams overall.
The gender wise breakup shown in the second diagram tells us that there was no great difference in
the numbers of boys and girls appearing for the exams in the case of Ranga Reddy and Nalgonda
districts. In fact, more girls than boys gave the exams in Ranga Reddy district and their pass
percentage is significantly higher than that of boys. The pass percentages are nearly the same in the
case of the other districts. However, the number of boys that wrote the exams in Kurnool district is in
excess of the number of such girls by nearly 30%. This phenomenon is attributable to restrictions, in
general, on movement of girls.
The details of children followed up for the intermediate exams are as under:
Examination Follow up – Intermediate
Total Children
District

No. of Colleges

Ranga Reddy

14

Nalgonda

6

Year

Passed

Failed

G

B

G

T

B

G

T

B

T

I

1821

1585

3406

863

990

1853

958

595

1553

II

1600

1436

3036

891

876

1767

709

560

1269

I

629

456

1085

128

129

257

501

327

828

II

706

409

1115

87

64

151

619

345

964

I

191

66

257

85

32

117

106

34

140

II

162

49

211

122

33

155

40

16

56

Project Total First Year

2641

2107

4748

1076

1151

2227

1565

956

2521

Project Total Second Year

2468

1894

4362

1100

973

2073

1368

921

2289

Total

5109

4001

9110

2176

2124

4300

2933

1877

4810

Kurnool

1

Gender wise Intermediate (Regular) Exam Record - 2015
Boys
Appearing

Girls
Appearing

Boys
Passing

Girls
Passing

Boys
Failing

Girls
Failing

Ranga Reddy

3421

3021

1754

1866

1667

1155

Nalgonda

1335

865

215

193

1120

672

Kurnool

353

115

207

65

146

50

Total

5109

4001

2176

2124

2933

1877

District

The tables show clearly that more boys than girls have appeared for the exams. The ratios of boys
giving the exams to girls giving the exams are 6:4 and 3:1 in the cases of Nalgonda and Kurnool
districts respectively. However, the pass percentage of girls is significantly higher than that of boys
except in the case of Kurnool district, where there is just a marginal difference. It may, therefore, be
concluded that though fewer girls have written the exams, they have achieved greater success than
boys.

The table below provides details of children followed up for the Advanced Supplementary exams.

Advanced Supplementary Exam Follow up – 2015
District

Ranga Reddy

Nalgonda
Kurnool
Total

Mandal

Class 10

Intermediate

B

G

T

B

G

T

Marpally

61

58

119

0

0

0

Shankarpally

53

72

125

0

0

0

Vikarabad

81

85

166

0

0

0

Atmakur (S)

22

11

33

19

28

47

Nutankal

15

12

27

8

21

29

Halaharivi

2

0

2

0

0

0

Holagunda

0

0

0

0

0

0

234

238

472

27

49

76

SPECIAL OCCASIONS
Girl Child Day
A meeting was held with 230 children in Vikas Junior College, Vikarabad on 24th January 2015 to
mark Girl Child Day. The Mandal President and the ICDS Supervisor spoke on girl child rights and
child marriage. A 15-girl committee was formed on the occasion to track the status of their education
and wellbeing. The girls informed that they had only one toilet in the college and had not been getting
along their lunch or any water. They represented the need for more toilets to their Principal. The
Mandal President also spoke to hi in this regard, after which an extra toilet was constructed.

School Reopening Day
School Reopening Day was observed with fervour in all mandals on 12th June 2015. Schools were
cleaned and decorated. Teachers and children were formally welcomed to school. Rallies to mobilise
public support for the ceremony featured in all villages. MLA K. Yadaiah and the MEO took part in the
celebrations on 12th June in Mokila and Kondakal villages of Shankarpally mandal. Local Sarpanchs
and members of mandal level teachers’ unions were also present. The head teacher of Hardhageri
PS in Holagunda mandal donated 6 slates to poor children on School Reopening Day. The Sarpanch
of Nerniki Thanda from the same mandal also gave away 20 slates. Head teachers in all schools of
the project undertook the responsibility of shifting children from PS to UPS and UPS to HS.
A mandal level community meeting was held in Nutankal on 11th June 2015 to prepare for the School
Reopening Day. The members demanded effective implementation of the RTE Act, provision of basic
facilities in school, travel allowance for eligible children and the establishment of a Junior College and
a Model School in the mandal. Letters were drafted to the Mandal President, the MPDO and the MEO
in this regard. The Mandal President promised to speak to the MLA and the MEO shared a template
that he had designed for payment of Travel Allowance.
International Women’s Day
International Women’s Day was observed at the cluster level in all mandals. Meetings were held at
the HS level with the participation of Gram Panchayat members, VO members and college- /schoolgoing adolescent girls. Women Sarpanchs addressed them on their rights and on the issues of health,
education and child marriage. An essay writing competition on the issue of child marriage featured in
Parveda. The SI of Police, who was also present, offered to sponsor bicycles for 3 needy schoolgoing girls.
Children’s Day
Children’s Day was used as a platform to reach out to community on issues being addressed by the
campaign with special focus on girl child empowerment. Elocution competitions were held in 3 HS of
Halaharivi on the occasion. An essay writing competition on An Ideal World also featured in 2 HS and
one Junior College of Holagunda mandal. 3 prizes were given away in each of the events. Rallies on
14th and 20th November were employed as a means to highlight child rights issues.
A village meet was held with nearly 200 people in Thummalapally, Marpally mandal. Teachers were
felicitated. Sports events and cultural activities featured in the local school. Prizes were given away to
winners. Sports events were held in 5 other schools of the mandal. An essay writing competition on
The Role of Students in Preventing Violence against Children was conducted in the college in
Marpally. Self-Government Day was observed in HS Patlur with 12 girls and 8 boys enacting the part
of elected representatives and officials at the village and mandal levels. A girl played the part of PET.
Meetings were held in 6 schools of Vikarabad to discuss girl children’s rights, child marriage and
violence against girls/women. Children from the KGBV staged a skit on the losses associated with
child marriage. An essay writing competition was held in one HS. 220 people including children, the
CI of Police, the ZPTC, MPTCs and head teachers took part in a rally on the same day in Vikarabad.
An essay writing competition on the adverse effects of child marriage and the role of the government
in preventing child marriage was held in KGBV Shankarpally. Sarpanchs were invited to attend the
event. A skit on child marriage was also performed by the girls. The local Sarpanch gave away prizes
to girls that had topped the Class 10 exams. State Coordinator J. Bhaskar made a presentation on
MVF’s Champion Study and addressed the girls on the issue of gender equity. More than 300 children
turned up at a rally in Janwada. An Open Forum on child marriage was organised in Parveda with the
participation of teachers and the SMC. They called for an end to violence against girls.
Rallies featured at the village and mandal levels in Nalgonda district on Children’s Day. Elocution
competitions were conducted in 12 HS, 2 colleges and the KGBV in Nutankal mandal on the topic: An
Ideal World. Government officials appreciated the innovativeness of the theme. Kho kho, chess and
caroms competitions were held in some villages of the project area. Youth associations sponsored the
competitions in Nassimpeta village.

FORUM OF GIRLS FOR RIGHTS
Girls, especially in rural areas, are often discriminated against and do not have a voice of their own –
at home, in school and in society. They are rarely involved in decision-making processes – even when
their welfare is involved. They hardly enjoy their rights. The only way in which this state of affairs can
be remedied is to give them an identity of their own. Thus was born the idea of a Forum of Girls for
Rights – an association of, by and for adolescent girls.
A series of introductory meetings was held at the Anganwadi Centre/village level with women and
adolescent girls to gather feedback from them on the status of girls at home, in school and in the
village and on the problems being faced by them. Interactive sessions were organised to invite their
suggestions on the possible steps that could be taken to address these issues. The alternatives
suggested by them were explored and it was finally concluded that the best solution was to have a
platform that would enable them to have an identity of their own and to act independent of others.
They were advised to federate themselves into the Forums.
Active girls aged 11-18 years from villages of the project area were identified for inclusion in these
Forums. These included girls that were attending educational institutions as well as girls that were out
of the education system. The primary objectives of the Forum were to unite the girls, build their selfconfidence, enhance their social skills, promote higher education and sensitise them to social issues.
It was envisaged that this would result in their overall empowerment and strengthen the movement for
girl child rights over time. Such Forums were formed at the levels of the Anganwadi Centre and the
school/college in Ranga Reddy and Nalgonda districts. Forums in Kurnool district had the Anganwadi
Centre as the unit of operation.
Review meetings each were held with members of the Forums at a frequency of 40-45 days at the
Anganwadi Centre/school levels to review the functioning of the Forums and take stock of their
problems. Elected representatives, ANMs, ASHA Workers, women ward members, Anganwadi
Workers, Mothers’ Committee members, head teachers and teachers took part in these meetings
whenever they found the time. Members of Indira Gandhi Maatrutva Sayojana Monitoring Committees
formed by the Telangana government also took part in the meetings held in Nalgonda district. The
importance of education and the ills of child marriage were discussed with the girls’ parents. Head
teachers addressed the girls during these meetings and urged them to be wary of any distractions
that could hinder their education. Girls studying at the Intermediate level were advised to be
particularly careful about not missing their classes.
Notable changes have come about through the intervention of the Forum. Nearly 100 children
including more than 30 girls from Thummalapally, Marpally mandal attend school in Patlur. Bus
service in the village was recently discontinued, inconveniencing them. The Forum members took this
issue to the notice of 3 Sarpanchs of nearby villages and they jointly petitioned to the mandal officials.
They lobbied with the latter for nearly a month, following which bus service was restored, enabling the
children to reach school in time.
Members of school level Forums in Shankarpally are participating in news reading sessions.
Members in some villages are assisting weaker children with their studies. They also followed up
dropouts, especially from Classes 5 and 7, to school. One divorcee from Ramannagudem in Atmakur
(S) mandal was prone to depression after her husband began suspecting her character and disowned
her. She was included in the Forum and her situation has improved since. Toilets have been cleaned
in 4 schools of the mandal. Members of the Forum in Thalla Singaram, Nutankal complained to local
youth and women’s groups against their abusive PET and got him to mend his ways.
The details of Forums in place1 are as follows:

1

These Forums are in addition to 132 Balika Sanghas that had already been operational in the project area at the
commencement of the project. These Sanghas had 2329 members.

Mandal
Halaharivi
Holagunda
Vikarabad
Shankarpally
Marpally
Atmakur (S)
Nutankal
Total

Anganwadi Centre
level Forums
31
28
17
13
11
19
23
142

Members
558
612
340
260
220
380
456
2826

Mandal
Vikarabad
Shankarpally
Atmakur (S)
Nutankal
Total

School/college
level Forums
3
2
18
15
38

Members
40
30
360
305
735

CRPF
7, 5 and 4 new village level forums were formed in Vikarabad, Shankarpally and Marpally mandals
respectively during the half-year. CRPF members from Ranga Reddy district assembled at the
mandal level once in 45 days on an average and discussed issues relating to children’s higher
education and child marriage. They also met once a month at the cluster level.
Members from Janwada, Shankarpally mandal questioned the head teacher of the local HS on his
irregularity but he told them that it was none of their business. They involved the MEO in the issue
and got him to mend his ways. The villagers also warned him that he would be expelled if he did not
take his duties seriously. Members from Parveda petitioned to the MEO, demanding issuance of
textbooks and release of school uniform. Members from Sankepally informed the DEO that the school
had been facing problems due to the shortage of 2 teachers in the school. He promised to act at the
earliest.
Four Muslim girls from Patlur, Marpally mandal that had discontinued their education after Class 10
were followed up to college through the efforts of the CRPF. One boy from Siripuram hostel in
Marpally mandal nearly lost an eye in a freak accident when power had been disconnected in the
hostel one evening. The CRPF petitioned to the Sub-Collector and the Revenue Divisional Officer and

got the case referred to Sarojini Devi Eye Hospital. The possibility of identifying a donor for a
transplant is being explored.
Mandal level CRPF meetings were held in Atmakur (S) and Nutankal mandals respectively on the 23rd
and the 21st of every month respectively. Issues taken up for discussion include follow up of
absentees and dropouts, implementation of the midday meal scheme, unavailability of textbooks,
reasons for increased enrolment of children in private school, delay in issue of school uniform and
review of the campaign.
A mandal level CRPF meeting was held in Atmakur (S), during which it was informed that some
teachers were due to be transferred to other schools. A letter was written to the MEO, requesting him
to postpone this order until the summer vacation. A memorandum was also addressed to the
Education Department, demanding construction of toilets within the deadline provided, basic
infrastructure in school, quality education and efficient supervision by the officials.
CRPF members from Nutankal demanded a Junior College in the mandal. The CRPF got an open
bore well that had gone dry in the campus of BC Girls Hostel, Nutankal covered through the
Tehsildar. The Collector and other district level officials were urged to act against the Accountant of
the KGBV after they came to know that he had asked the watchman to send 5 girls to him one night,
in a drunken state. He was duly suspended.

GRAM PANCHAYATS
The volunteers regularly attended Gram Panchayat review meetings and reviewed ground level
problems with specific focus on higher education of girls, child marriage and the status of school
dropout. Reduced enrolment in government schools and increasing enrolment in private schools was
one of the key issues that came up for discussion. The teachers opined that the children had been
shifting to private school because instruction was in the English medium. The volunteers refuted this
and responded that quality – and not the medium of instruction, was the key factor.
The Sarpanch arranged free bus passes for 20 children in Thummalapally, Marpally mandal. Gram
Panchayat members followed up 25 girls aged 15-20 that had discontinued their education after Class
10 and enrolled them in a computer course. The Sarpanch of Kotalaguda, Vikarabad mandal got
toilets constructed in the local school and is personally following up children’s presence in school. The
Sarpanch of Siddulur got a shed constructed in the school. Water facility was provided and 2 toilets
constructed in Janwada HS through the Panchayat. A toilet was also constructed in Lachireddyguda.
The Sarpanch of Ervaguda, Shankarpally mandal was initially sceptical of the programme but
changed his opinion after involving the volunteers in the Panchayat review meetings and is quite
supportive of the campaign now.
The Sarpanch of Gottimukkula, Vikarabad mandal took written declaration from the parents of 30
adolescent girls from the village to declare in writing that their daughters would be married only after
they were 18 years old. She is also taking steps to ensure better Class 10 results in the school and
sponsored the fees of some girls appearing for the Class 10 and Intermediate exams through open
stream.
The Sarpanch of Nassimpeta village ion Nutankal issued notices to the parents of 3 minor girls after
coming to know that the girls’ marriages were being planned. The Gram Panchayat has been
supplying safe drinking water free of cost to schools in Yepuru, Patharlapahad and Nassimpeta
villages of the mandal. More Panchayat members are now placing greater focus on issues of the girl
child. Water provision in toilets of the schools in Thalla Singaram and Pedanemilla were facilitated
through the Gram Panchayat.

INVOLVEMENT OF GOVERNMENT FUNCTIONARIES AND CMPCs
Anganwadi Workers are a key link between community and the government. The volunteers involved
them actively in all activities aimed at empowering the girl child. They were invited to assist in the
formation of Forums for Girls’ Rights and were involved in orientation sessions conducted for these
girls as well as in the girls’ review meetings. They have also been playing a very proactive role in the
conduct of health camps for adolescent girls and in identifying/preventing child marriage.

The volunteers have also been working hand in hand with the ICPS team and CMPC formed under
the scheme. They have been highlighting the issue of child marriage and have been demanding
action wherever necessary. They are involving village and mandal level officials and CMPC members
in motivation and follow up drives, in their capacity as members of the CMPC. Response from officials
and CMPC members has been largely positive. She-teams formed by the Police Department in
Telangana State have been doing particularly good work in addressing issues of the girl child.
Health Camps
The Health Department has a mandate to conduct regular health check up camps for adolescent girls
but this was not happening at the round level. The girls had also not been attending these camps of
their own accord. The volunteers took up this issue with the PHC Medical Officers and got them to
organise 5 health camps, the details of which are as below:
Date

Venue

27/7/15

Suluwayi,
Holagunda

29/7/15

Hardhageri,
Halaharivi

Turnout
107

83

Resource
ANM, ASHA
Worker
Support by
Sarpanch

Services

Outcomes
7 anaemic
girls
15 anaemic
girls (3 with 46% of
haemoglobin)

PHC Medical
Officer
Measured
height and
weight,
Checked
haemoglobin
levels

13 anaemic –
1 girl vomited
blood during
check up

21/8/15

Kokkarched,
Halaharivi

86

ANM

1/9/15

Yellarthi,
Holagunda

53

ANM

3 anaemic
girls

15/9/15

Gulyam,
Halaharivi

272

ANM, ASHA
Worker

17 anaemic
girls

Recommendations
Girls and their parents
counselled
IFA tablets given
Girls and their parents
counselled
IFA tablets given
3 girls referred to Alur
hospital in Aug.
Girls and their parents
counselled
IFA tablets given
The girl was referred to
hospital for a TB check
up
Girls and their parents
counselled
IFA tablets given
(Haemoglobin levels
have gone up by .5%)
Girls and their parents
counselled
IFA tablets given

The State government of Andhra Pradesh had initiated a special programme entitled Aarogya
Vaarotsavaalu from 16th – 30th November with a view to educating community on different aspects of
health. The 9-day event covered one theme a day. Volunteers from the project area in Kurnool district
coordinated the conduct of the event in three areas, namely Changes during Adolescence, Nutrition
and Child Marriage. They spoke to the Medical Officers of PHCs in both mandals and offered to join
hands with them. The officials responded positively and deputed Health Supervisors, ASHA Workers,
ANMs and Anganwadi Workers for the purpose. Women teachers from government schools were also
instructed to associate with the volunteers.
The volunteers made presentations on said these in HS Gulyam, HS Chintakunta, HS Hardhageri and
HS Halaharivi of Halaharivi mandal. Cluster level meetings were held at the school level with the
participation of girls aged 11-18 years. ANMs demonstrated important concepts using illustrated
literature. More than 300 girls from Chintakunta and Gulyam pledged not to marry underage. A 14year old girl from Gulyam called up Toll Free No. 1098 after the meeting and informed the police that
her parents had been attempting to get her married. Her parents were counselled and they shelved
their plans.
Medical Officer of the local PHC Dr Gangadhar, the Health Supervisor, the ANM, ASHA Workers and
women lecturers were among the 120 participants present at a lecture on health issues organised for
120 adolescent girl students from a collage in Holagunda on 20th November. Resource person Dr
Manjula addressed them on personal hygiene issues and informed them that they could consult her at
any point in time. She also gave them her personal contact number.
A health camp was organised in Yepuru, Atmakur (S) mandal on 17th October with a turnout of 30
girls. The event was coordinated by 2 doctors, 2 Health Supervisors, 2 ANMs, ASHA 2 Workers, and
2 Health Assistants. 6 girls were identified as underweight and IFA tablets distributed to them. They
were also advised on nutrition and maintenance of personal hygiene. The girls came up with a

demand for regular health camps in future. The doctors instructed the ANMs and ASHA Workers to
follow up and administer Tetanus injections to all newborn children in the village.

PARTICIPATION AND INVOLVEMENT OF BOYS
The organisational functionaries noted during the course of their work with adolescent youth that there
had been so much focus on girl child empowerment that boys’ issues had more or less been
sidelined. This was due to an implicit assumption that boys were capable of taking care of themselves
and their issues without any support. A situation had consequentially arisen in which girls more or less
had the upper hand and boys, who had no or very limited access to social support mechanisms, were
lagging behind. In addition, they lacked understanding of girl children’s issues and demonstrated
indifference towards girls, indulging in eve-teasing and other repressive social behaviour. The parents
of many a girl were forced to reconsider educating their daughters, with the incidence being at its
highest at the HS level and beyond.
These issues regularly surfaced during meetings with youth associations. The volunteers pointed out
to the youth that their attitude had adversely affected the status of girl child education in their villages.
They were advised to be sympathetic to girls and their issues. Today’s is an equalitarian society in
which it is necessary to recognise the rights of every individual – girl or boy. They responded by
stating that they had not realised the magnitude of the problem and promised to not only cooperate
with girls but also to oppose child marriage and other social customs that were detrimental to girl
children’s welfare. They added that there were a number of issues that they had been facing but were
unable to resolve on their own.
The volunteers next shared the concept of the Forum of Girls for Rights and asked them if they would
be interested in having similar Boys’ Forums. They gladly consented to this and opined that this
concept was interesting not only because it would involve them in the campaign for girl child rights but
would also give them an outlet to express themselves and highlight their grievances. Members of
existing youth associations were involved in the process of identifying potential members for these
Forums. They were also given regular inputs on girl child issues and on the ways and means by
which they could express solidarity with the agenda of girl child empowerment.
12-15 male youth aged 15-18 years were subsequently identified from villages of the project area in
Kurnool and Nalgonda districts for inclusion in Boys’ Forums. The selection process employed was
similar to that employed in the case of Forums of Girls for Rights. The members were given detailed
inputs on their responsibilities as members of the Forum and were counselled to extend the
necessary moral support to girls, thus setting an example for others to emulate.
A college level forum was formed in Holagunda Junior College with 21 boys and girls on similar lines
as the Boys’ Forum. Fortnightly meetings were held with the members of the Forum since its inception
in August. Awareness on the concept of child rights was largely limited prior to this. The first demand
put forth by the members was the appointment of subject wise lecturers. When spoken to, the
Principal informed that the situation was quite bad and that even the existing lecturers were due to be
transferred in a few days. Four of them were shifted over the next week but only two of them were
replaced. The Forum members, the volunteers and the Principal explored the possibility of raising
funds to appoint the necessary manpower. The only possibility was utilising retired lecturers. They
had also been constructing a building around the same time, which left them with practically no
options. Games material was next on the members’ wish list. At the end of the discussion, the MVF
team offered to support the honoraria of both lecturers for a few months subject to the condition that
the management would procure games material. The Principal had earlier collected Rs. 150 each
from 12 students to fund the Maths lecturer’s honorarium. He returned the money after the volunteers
came up with this offer.
No exclusive Boys’ Forums were formed in Ranga Reddy district, as it was felt that joint forums of
boys and girls would help strengthen the girl child rights campaign more effectively. 2 active boys and
girls each per class were identified from HS for the formation of these Forums under the banner of
Kishora Baala Baalikala Committee. The members were given inputs on the issues of child rights,
importance of higher education, dignity of the girl child, child marriage, social responsibilities of youth,
leadership qualities and gender equity. Periodical review meetings were held with them once in a
month and a half on an average to discuss their activities and the problems faced by them.
The details of Boys’ Forums formed are as under:

Mandal
Halaharivi
Holagunda
Atmakur (S)
Nutankal
Total

Forums
6
6
17
14
43

Members
80
72
340
280
772

The details of Joint Forums formed are as below:
Mandal
Vikarabad
Shankarpally
Marpally
Total

Forums
21
15
15
51

Members
370
244
285
899

Members of the Forum regularly assembled to review issues of concern to them and discussed the
status of health and nutrition, children’s dropout from school/college and the quality of education.
They also deliberated on the issues of gender equity and child rights. Members of college level
forums were given additional inputs on the RTE Act and the steps they could take in order to work
towards its effective implementation. They also publicised Toll Free No. 1098 in their respective
villages. There has been significant attitudinal change among boys as a result of their association with
the Forums and the members opine that the Forum is a potent means of addressing problem issues
especially in the context of girl children.

ACCESS TO EDUCATION
The present educational system in India has no provision for those aged above 14 years. It is also
difficult to accommodate these children in formal school. They, however, have an alternative in the
Open School system that permits them to give the Class 10 exams without having to be physically
present in school. Intermediate level exams can also be given through Open stream. The volunteers
publicised this scheme widely and counselled children aged 15-18 years to apply for these exams.
Focus was placed on reaching out to girls.
Lists of such children were prepared and shared with their parents and village elders during village
level meetings. They were asked to ensure that their children appeared for the exams. Meetings were

also held with the children in this regard. Gram Panchayat members, the SMC and the CRPF
undertook the responsibility of motivating children in this regard. The children’s application forms were
forwarded through local colleges and tuitions arranged for them in collaboration with these colleges.
Tutors from Marpally mandal held tuitions for 8 children at their own homes.
The details of children that appeared for the exams and cleared them are as under:
Children giving exams through Open stream
Mandal
Class 10
Intermediate
Marpally
6
10
Shankarpally
4
16
Vikarabad
7
8
Halaharivi
48
30
Holagunda
39
33
Total
104
97
Children clearing exams through Open stream
Mandal
Class 10
Intermediate
Marpally
0
1
Shankarpally
0
2
Vikarabad
0
3
Halaharivi
1
5
Holagunda
0
4
Total
1
15

MANDAL LEARNING CENTRES
There are numerous restrictions on girls’ freedom in most parts of rural India and there is no pro-girl
social environment. They are largely confined to their households or neighbourhoods and have limited
opportunities for socialisation. They rarely have a means of escape from household chores. They are
also taken for granted and have no say in domestic or social matters. In addition, they have no
learning environment at the village level.
It is against the above background that MVF proposed to set up Model Learning Centres in select girl
child- friendly villages across the project area. This intervention is currently in the pilot phase.
Members of the Forum for Girls’ Rights turn up at these Centres every Sunday and spend 2-3 hours
discussing issues of relevance and mutual interest to them. Games material has been supplied to all
centres.
The Centres have proven to be quite useful to the girls. They feel very relaxed and have a sense of
newfound freedom. They cherish their peers’ company and benefit from each others’ experiences.
They are now able to spend their leisure time for themselves – something that was unheard of in the
past. This has contributed significantly to their emotional and intellectual growth. Above all this, the
Centres have sent across a message to their parents that they also have the right to enjoyment and
play. Response from parents and other community groups has been encouraging. The Sarpanch of
Gottimukkula, Vikarabad mandal personally sponsored a newspaper for the Model Learning Centre in
the village, benefiting 30 girls in the process.
Computer Education major NIIT had set up an Internet Learning Centre in Holagunda 3 years ago but
the project had been unsuccessful due to various reasons. Some equipment is still available there. It
is proposed to transform this centre and the facilities there into a multipurpose Mandal Learning

Centre in collaboration with the mandal administration over the next 2-3 months. Provision would be
made for academic coaching programmes and computer literacy training. Similar Centres are being
planned in three other villages of the project area.
The details of villages in which Model Learning Centres are being developed are as under:
Mandal
Halaharivi
Holagunda
Vikarabad
Shankarpally
Marpally
Atmakur (S)
Nutankal

Villages
Hardhageri, Gulyam
Holagunda, Hebbatam
Kotalaguda, Gottimukkula
Janwada, Ervaguda
Narsapur
Patharlapahad, Yepuru
Thalla Singaram, Pedanemilla

LOBBYING FOR AMENITIES
The volunteers identified children that were in need of caste and income certificates in order to avail
themselves of scholarships from the government. They collected the children’s details and facilitated
the issuance of certificates to them. The children applied for the scholarships online. They also spoke
to the managements of private colleges and requested them to consider the extension of concession
in fees to poor children. The scholarships that these children received were adjusted against their
fees and they were given additional relaxation in fees ranging from Rs. 1500-5000 each per year.
The volunteers noted during the course of their work with the children that quite a few of them were
not in a position to attend school/college or were being delayed due to unavailability of timely public
transport facilities. They spoke to the Depot Managers of the RTC and got bus services introduced or
existing services rescheduled in order to reduce inconvenience being caused to the children.
The building in HS Patlur, Marpally mandal was whitewashed at a cost of Rs. 50000 mobilised from
the local community. Games material worth Rs. 4000 was sponsored by the Sarpanch in Mirzaguda
village of Shankarpally mandal.
The details of facilities extended to children are as under:
Mandal
Halaharivi
Holagunda
Vikarabad
Shankarpally
Marpally
Atmakur (S)
Nutankal
Total

Certificates
0
0
51
22
0
0
0
73

Value of fee
concessions
0
0
45000
21000
2000
75000
125000
268000

Bus passes
issued
92
26
15
22
80
50
84
369

Bus services introduced/
rescheduled
7
13
0
3
0
1
3
27

Children
benefited
92
150
0
50
0
40
100
432

STOPPING CHILD MARRIAGES
The volunteers compiled lists of girls that had been married underage, based on the outcomes of the
survey and tracked their status. Information was gathered on their education status at the time of their
marriage, their engagement in educational pursuits after marriage, place of residence (parents’ home/
husband’s home), number of children, children’s health, relations with husbands/parents in-laws, their
health and infant/maternal mortality. They also gathered feedback from parents of these girls on how
they felt about their daughters’ lives. Most of them stated that they had been regretting their decision.
The volunteers also regularly tracked potential cases of child marriage and took them to the notice of
the officials through Toll Free No. 1098. Official response to such complaints was positive. Members
of the Forum of Girls for Rights also regularly informed village and mandal level officials of such cases
and sought their involvement in preventing them. Erring parents were asked to sign written
declarations to the effect that they would not marry off their minor daughters. Regular discussions
were also held with women’s groups on the need for doing away with the custom of child marriage.
Volunteers from Shankarpally took part in a Round Table Meet organised by the MPDO’s office.
Participants included the Zilla Parishad chairperson, the MPP, the Mandal Parishad Vice-President,
representatives of people’s organisations and leaders of caste based organisations to discuss the
issue of child marriage. The child marriage situation in the mandal was presented to them. The
President promised to hold follow up meetings and instruct officials in this regard. He also took up the
issue during the General Body Meeting and called upon everyone to act against it. He personally met
the head teachers of all HS in the mandal and told them to keep him informed about any potential
case of child marriage involving children from their schools.
The mandal administration of Vikarabad organised a Round Table Meet with local MLA Sanjeeva Rao
Mandal President Bhagya Lakshmi, elected representatives and volunteers from 6 voluntary
organisations to discuss the issue of child marriage, as marriages were due to be performed in large
numbers during the course of the next two months. A memorandum was submitted to the MLA in this
regard and he was requested to issue orders to elected representatives, officials and opinion leaders
at the mandal level, calling upon them to act against child marriage. Head teachers of HS and the
Principal of the Government Junior College also submitted letters to him, requesting him to take steps
to prevent dropout among girls. The President assured the petitioners of this.
The ICPS team successfully followed up the case of one Mounika from Isthalapuram, Atmakur (S)
mandal. Her parents had fixed her wedding during their stay in Hyderabad, to where they had
migrated. The Sarpanch referred the case to the Project Director - ICDS, who personally counselled
the couple to lay off the marriage. The head teachers of two schools from the mandal paid the exam
fees of 3 school-going girls that were due to get married and brought them back to school.
The details of child marriages identified and prevented during the reporting period are as under:
Campaign against Child Marriage
Mandal
Cases identified
Cases prevented
Marpally
14
8
Shankarpally
12
3
Vikarabad
15
4
Halaharivi
9
0
Holagunda
3
0
Atmakur (S)
28
16
Nutankal
1
1
Total
82
32

TRAINING AND CAPACITY BUILDING
The details of training programmes held for community groups during the year are as under:
Mandal

Date

Participants

Resource Persons

Halaharivi

23/12/15

56 Panchayat
members

Halaharivi

23/09/15

105 Forum
members

J. Bhaskar – MVF

Holagunda

4/12/15

44 CRPF
members

J. Bhaskar – MVF

Holagunda

22/12/15

55 Panchayat
members

Harihara Reddy –
MVF

Shankarpally

19/12/15

63 Forum
members

Shankarpally

21/12/15

Marpally

22/12/15

Vikarabad

17/12/15

50 Forum
members

Dhanunjay, J.
Bhaskar,
Venkatesh – MVF

Vikarabad

7/12/15

180 Forum
members

R. Venkat Reddy –
MVF

Cluster level
orientation

19/10/15

40 male youth

Venkataiah, Deva
Kumari – MVF

Cluster level
orientation

9/11/15

50 VO members

Venkataiah, Deva
Kumari – MVF

90 Forum
members
80 Forum
members

J. Bhaskar – MVF

Y. Rajendra Prasad,
J. Bhaskar,
Venkatesh – MVF
J. Bhaskar,
Venkatesh – MVF
Narasimha – MVF

Officials present
MPP Basappa
Tehsildar Ramulu
MPDO Lokeshwar Rao
MEO Rajanna
(the session was
organised by the MPDO’s
office)

MPDO Lokeshwar Rao

MPDO Nageswar Rao
(the session was
organised by the MPDO’s
office)

Dy. DEO Harishchandra
Naik
MEO Akbar
SI of Police
Nagabhushanam
Sub-Collector Shruti Ojha
Health Supervisor
Ravinder Reddy
MPP Bhagya Lakshmi Dy.
DEO Harishchandra Naik
CI of Police Ravi Kumar

SI of Police Renuka
Reddy
IKP Community

Agenda
Review of survey and
cohort analysis data
Child rights and
responsibilities of
officials
Preventing violation of
children’s rights
Birth and marriage
registration
Monitoring of local
institutions
Need for a Forum
Responsibilities of the
members
Modalities of running
the Forum
Conflict resolution
Importance of education
Ill effects of child
marriage
Public sanitation
Personal hygiene
Problem sharing by girls
Child rights
Role of the CRPF and
other community groups
in upholding children’s
rights
Need to strengthen
CRPF
Expansion of CRPF at
all levels from the
village to the State
Review of survey and
cohort analysis data
Child rights and
responsibilities of
officials
Preventing violation of
children’s rights
Birth and marriage
registration
Monitoring of local
institutions

Gender inequity, Girl
Child issues, Higher
Education
Experience sharing by
girls

Gender equity
RTE Act
Experience sharing by
children
Child rights
Child marriage
Gender equity
Child rights
Child marriage
Gender equity

Coordinator Vema Reddy

Cluster level
orientation

Atmakur (S)

Nutankal

19/09/15

21 Anganwadi
Workers

28/9/15

40 Forum
members

14/10/15

38 Forum
members

Issues of children aged
0-6 and 15-18
Dropout from college
Gender discrimination
Adverse sex ratio
Sex determination tests
Weight monitoring

Y. Rajendra Prasad,
J. Bhaskar – MVF

J. Bhaskar-MVF

AVM Swamy–MVF

MPP K. Lakshmi
Tehsildar Shivaji Naik
MPDO T. Ramesh
PHC Medical Officer
Ramakrishna
Asst. Programme Officer –
NREGS Sriramulu
APM – IKP Maisaiah
MPP K. Sumalatha,
Tehsildar Dasharath Naik,
MPDO Fasiuddin,
APM – IKP Mallesh

Gender equity
RTE Act
Experience sharing by
children
Gender equity
RTE Act
Experience sharing by
children

The details of staff training programmes conducted during the year are as below:
Date
14/7/15 - 15/7/15

Participants
23 project staff

22/8/15 – 24/8/15

30 MVF staff

29/12/15 – 30/12/15

30 project staff

Resource Person (s)
Dr. Shantha Sinha, Y.
Rajendra Prasad – MVF
Mr. Nihal - ICPS
Mr. David Peram –
UNICEF
Mr. Javed and Ms. Swathi
– Play for Peace

Rajendra Prasad,
Dhanunjay, J. Bhaskar

Agenda
Questionnaires to be
used during Labour Study
Strengthening adolescent
youth empowerment
initiatives
POCSO Act and JJB Act
ICPS initiatives and
schemes
Strategies to motivate
adolescent youth
Module preparation for
training adolescent youth

MVF National Convener Mr. R. Venkat Reddy and 8 other members of staff attended a rally-cumseminar organised by North American Telugu Association in Warangal on 23rd December as part of
their Save Girl Child campaign. 18 CRPF members also took part in the 5-kilometre rally. Mr. Venkat
Reddy made a presentation on the status of the girl child in the Telangana region and emphasised the
need to address girl child issues on a priority basis.

STORIES FROM THE FIELD
SURVEY
The parents of 5 children from Kaminhal, Halaharivi mandal had discontinued the education of their
children, who had to attend school in another village and had been facing problems with accessibility.
They applied to the KGBV for admission but were denied admission on the grounds that their children
were not dropouts. The children were adamant and did not want to go to the school. The issue was
finally referred to the Sarpanch and the CRPF, who spoke to the Principal of the KGBV. She referred
the matter to the district officials and the children were eventually enrolled in the institution.
Two girls from Nerniki Thanda in Holagunda mandal had passed the Class 5 exams and were keen
on continuing their education but were being forced to migrate along with their parents because no
seats were available in the KGBV, where they wanted to study. The girls’ neighbours advised them to
study in a nearby school but they were disinterested. The volunteer requested the Principal to do
something about the case but to no avail. She maintained that no seats were available. The MEO was
involved in the issue but even he couldn’t do too much. The local Sarpanch spoke to the Project
Officer – Rajiv Vidya Mission, who referred him to the MEO again. The MEO expressed his
helplessness and sent him back to the Project Officer, who convinced the Principal to admit the girls
in Class 6. They are regular to their classes.
Veeresh, a Class 3 student and a member of the Health & Sanitation Committee from MPUPS
Bapuram in Halaharivi mandal had been absent for one month due to ill health. His parents had taken
him to a clinic in Bellary, where surgery had been suggested. They had subsequently migrated to
Bengaluru in quest of work in order to meet the expenses that they would incur. They had taken him
along because there was none to care for him in the village. The operation was performed
successfully and the boy is due to rejoin school in a month’s time after recuperating.
563 children had been registered in MPUPS Suluwayi of Holagunda mandal last academic year.
Approximately 70 children had either dropped out of the school or had shifted to other schools more
than a year ago but their names had not been struck off. Their names had featured in the list of Outof-School children compiled by the volunteers in the past. This issue came into the open after the
School Education Department linked the children’s names to their Aadhaar cards and hosted the
details online. As many as 100 bogus names were later struck off the registers. One of the Mandal
Resource Persons Seshagiri had been managing the show and had appointed 3 volunteers from his
side for the purpose. Efforts are on to get the names of these 70 children to be deleted from the list.
One Shruti from Holagunda had enrolled in the Intermediate programme in the local Junior College
with a Mathematical and Physical Sciences combination, disregarding her parents’ advice. Her
admission had been delayed by 15 days and they told her she wouldn’t be able to cope with the
backlog but she was adamant. She eventually dropped out. The volunteers identified her case during
the cohort follow up exercise and spoke to her. They spoke to one of the lecturers and requested him
to assist her in preparing her Science Records. He agreed to this and the girl has resumed her
education.
Jatoth Jyothi, a 13-year old pass-out of Class 7 from Teja Thanda of Somla Thanda Panchayat in
Nutankal mandal used to have epileptic fits 3-4 times a day. The nearest HS was located 4 kilometres
away and her parents were unwilling to enrol her there in view of her health condition. The volunteers
identified her case during the cohort analysis and met her parents. They informed the volunteers that
she had not been responding to medication and that managing her would be difficult. Her younger
sister was a Class 6 student in the HS. They suggested that the girls could travel together and
promised to extend any help in times of necessity. This convinced them and they got her admitted in
the school. She is regular to her classes.
SOCIAL MOBILISATION
The chairperson of SMC, Kondakal HS in Shankarpally mandal noted during a visit that more than 30
children were regularly absent. He inquired into the issue and came to know that 28 of them had been
working in Sun Resorts nearby. He approached the supervisor along with some of the teachers and
discussed the issue with him. He replied that he was not responsible for the situation, as a mediator
was involved in the matter. Some Gram Panchayat members and the chairperson strongly warned
him, after which the children were withdrawn from work and returned to school.

PS Kotalaguda, Vikarabad mandal had 113 children on rolls but only 2 teachers. The SMC petitioned
to the MEO for an additional teacher and also passed a resolution, demanding the construction of a
toilet in the school through Gram Panchayat funds. A signed copy of the document was passed on to
the Sarpanch. The school teachers also joined hands with the SMC members to follow up 10-odd
irregular children to school. SMC members from Lal Singh Thanda resolved in writing to shift 11
children from private school to the local PS.
Incidents of food poisoning were reported within a span of one week in Gattikallu HS, Enubamula
Primary School and Atmakur (S) Model School in Atmakur (S) mandal during February. These cases
were reported to the Tehsildar, the MPDO, the MEO, the Health Department and elected
representatives. They visited the Model School, where the children and most of teachers brought
pressure on the officials to replace the head teacher because she was negligent. She was pulled up
by the officials but replied that the MEO had no jurisdiction over her. She also tried to rope in a local
leader, who spoke strongly to the coordinator but the officials asked him what authority he had to
question the coordinator. They also pointed out to the head teacher that she had not formed an SMC
and had misused some of the school funds. She was cornered and gave a written declaration that she
would mend her ways and also convene parents’ meetings as per schedule.
A 17-year old girl from Pacharpally in Halaharivi mandal was enrolled in the Intermediate programme
and had been staying in a hostel. Her relatives came to the hostel on 2-3 occasions to visit her but
she was missing whenever they came. Her parents suspected her character and forced her to quit her
studies, when she came home during the Dussehra festival. She shared her predicament with the
MVF volunteers, who went to her home and spoke to her father. He was unwilling to reenrol her but
agreed to this after the volunteers convinced him that they would follow her up regularly.
Manasa and Mamatha, the daughters of a migrant couple from Nassimpeta village of Nutankal
mandal had been studying in the English Medium Model School. They had been left behind by their
parents and had been staying in a hostel in Suryapet. Their parents took the girls along with them for
a couple of months to Hyderabad, during July. The head teacher of the Model School refused to take
them in for two reasons – they had poor attendance and there was a discrepancy in their ages
according to the Transfer Certificates issued by the institutions that they had attended in the past. The
volunteers coordinated with the Panchayat Secretary and the MEO’s office and got the issue
resolved, after which they were enrolled in the KGBV.
One Vikas Reddy from Bopparam village of Atmakur (S) mandal had been pursuing his education
from Geetha School in Yepuru and was quite studious. His parents were interested in educating him
well but couldn’t afford his fees and proposed to shift him to the local government school but the
management of Geetha School had not been issuing his Transfer Certificate and had been making
lame excuses. The boy’s parents involved the volunteers in the issue and they spoke to the Principal.
He offered to issue the Certificate but kept dilly dallying. The volunteers finally understood that he was
expecting some money from them towards fees. They noted that he had no arrears and warned the
Principal of legal action, following which he released the Certificate. Vikas is presently enrolled in
Class 10 in the government school.
Malleswari, a native of Patharlapahad X-Roads in Nutankal mandal, was enrolled in a Christian
school. She had been enrolled in the school but never attended school. Upon inquiring into the issue,
the volunteers came to know that one of the teachers working in the school had employed the girl to
look after her child. One of them spoke to the girl’s parents, who maintained that she was studying
there. It was revealed after a long discussion that the girl was being paid for her services. The teacher
refused to accept this. In the meantime, the girl’s parents referred the matter to a reporter, who told
the volunteers that this was none of their business. The volunteers challenged him to state his stance
on the issue officially. He began to justify his words by stating that the family was a poor one. The
volunteers stuck to their viewpoint and the reporter was forced to withdraw his allegations. Malleswari
is continuing her education unhindered.
27 poor school-going girls from Holagunda had no hostel facilities and were forced to seek admission
in the local KGBV. The Principal, however, was unready to take them in because children from
regular school were ineligible. She spoke to the Mandal Coordinator and asked him to issue them
certificates that they were dropouts. He replied that he was not the competent authority and added
that he would take up the case with the authorities. He spoke to the mandal officials, who told him that
no certificated were available with them. He gave them a template and got them to sign the

certificates. The girls were subsequently enrolled in the KGBV. One of these children belonged to a
migrant family from MD Halli.
Only 3 out of 12 HSs across Atmakur (S) mandal had achieved a 100% pass result during the Class
10 exams. The CRPF members and some parents questioned the teachers very strongly, in response
to which the latter claimed that this was attributable to the Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation
scheme and a change in syllabus. The parents were angry and retorted that this had not affected
results across the State. They asked the teachers to conduct tuitions in accordance with the
Education Department’s norms properly and offered to mobilise children. The villagers also sponsored
two tutors for 20 days. The Sarpanch, the CRPF, local youth and parents supervised the functioning
of the centres and ensured that all children turned up for their classes regularly.
Head teachers of HS Thalla Singaram and HS Nutankal told the volunteers during planning meetings
held in their schools that it would not be possible for them to send their teachers to the tuition centres
regularly and asked them to identify tutors. The matter was referred to the MEO but he echoed their
opinion. The head teachers were met and asked to at least contact the children and their parents and
inform them about the tuitions. They did accordingly and the volunteers arranged the sponsorship of 2
tutors. They kept track of the children’s presence in the Centres on an ongoing basis and ensured
their retention there.
The parents of 15-year old Lonavath Sharada from Botikindhi Thanda in Nutankal mandal had been
planning to get her married as soon as she had passed the Class 10 exams and accordingly
commenced preparations in May 2015. The local Anganwadi Worker informed the volunteers, who
spoke to the Gram Panchayat members and sought their involvement in the issue. They instructed
four Workers from the Panchayat to join hands with the volunteer in motivating the girl’s parents. The
team spoke to the couple at length and finally managed to postpone the marriage. Members of a
youth association from the village got her admitted in Kavita College and also got her a concession of
Rs. 10000 in the tuition fee.
Palvayi Yamuna, a member of the Scheduled Caste community from Yepuru in Atmakur (S) mandal
was the only girl from her school to discontinue her education after Class 10 – her parents were too
poor to support her. MPTC Saidamma convened a meeting in the village and counselled her parents
at length. She convinced them to enrol her in a private college in which her friends were studying.
They insisted that they could not pay any money but Saidamma and the volunteers approached
Yamuna’s elder brother, who was employed, and got him to set aside Rs. 2000 towards his sister’s
education.
Yeru Kavitha, a Class 8 student from Patharlapahad in Atmakur (S) mandal was mentally disturbed
and had hallucinations in school. She was absent from her classes for a fortnight. The volunteers met
her mother – an Anganwadi Worker, and counselled the girl for 2-3 hours but she was unwilling to
attend the same school. She was later admitted to the KGBV and a school in Suryapet but she
behaved strangely there and was expelled. The volunteers involved some of her friends in the issue,
following which she re-enrolled in the local HS.
Musham Sandhya, the daughter of Kalavati – a widow from Thalla Singaram in Nutankal mandal had
passed the Class 10 exams and was keen on studying on Sri Sakshi College, where she managed a
fee concession of Rs. 10000. She had enrolled there because she had grown quite attached to a boy
studying there. Upon coming to know o this, her mother withdrew her from college. The volunteers
spoke to Sandhya in her mother’s presence and told her that education ought to be foremost in her
mind. The head teacher of the HS and the Anganwadi Worker also counselled her in this regard.
Kalavati finally agreed to send her to another college and she was duly shifted to SMS College in
Nutankal. She commutes to and from college every day. The volunteers arranged an auto rickshaw
for her and also got her a concession of Rs. 100 a month. She is studying well.
18-year old Yellamla Parvati, the daughter of Venkanna from Thalla Singaram in Nutankal mandal
was keen on pursuing her Intermediate level education but her father was against her education.
They belonged to the Yadava community, in which child marriage is common. The volunteers
involved the Sarpanch and the MPTC’s husband (who is also a Yadava) in the issue and convinced
him to enrol her in college. He, however, backtracked on his promise the very next day and refused to
educate her. The case was referred to the Principal of the KGBV and Venkanna finally enrolled her in
college after a student union donated Rs. 2000 to meet the costs of her education.
Palvayi Sirisha, a Class 5 pass out from Bopparam in Atmakur (S) mandal had to drop school
because she had to care or her two younger sisters in her migrant parents’ absence. She had studied

in Hyderabad and had subsequently dropped out for a year. The volunteers had identified her case
during the survey and counselled her parents to resume her education but they replied that they were
very poor. The fact was that Sirisha had been earning Rs. 100 a day. Her grandmother, who was
keen that she ought to work, was also adamant. The headmaster of the local HS was willing to enrol
her in Class 8 but only with the consent of her parents/guardians. The volunteers met Sirisha’s father
along with the head teacher and spoke to her at length, following which he agreed. The volunteers
and the teachers jointly sponsored 2 sets of uniform, books, a bus pass and stationery. She enrolled
in school and has begun attending classes regularly.
FORUMS OF GIRLS FOR RIGHTS
Members of the Forum from ZPHS, Janwada of Shankarpally mandal prevented two cases of child
marriage by dialling Toll Free No. 1098. They were supported by one of their teachers, the ANM, the
Anganwadi Worker, the Health Worker and the local volunteer. The Village Committee in Parveda
village of the same mandal complained to the Depot Manager after it was noted that no bus facility
was available after 6:30 until 2 p.m. Children commuting from nearby villages had to leave home early
and skip their classes in the afternoon as a result. The Manager rescheduled the bus and revised the
timings so that it reached Parveda at around 0815 a.m. The 20 members of the Committee have
proposed to have a meeting with adolescent girls from all four colleges in the mandal with a view to
involving them in this effort.
The heights and weights of 25 girls each from ZPHS Janwada and ZPHS Parveda in Shankarpally
mandal were measured in collaboration with the Health Department as a follow up of a discussion
taken during a Girls’ Committee meeting. 12 girls from Parveda were shorter than the average for
their age and 13 others were underweight. The corresponding figures for Janwada stood at 23 and 24
respectively. These data were shared with Gram Panchayat members, teachers, the ANM and
Anganwadi Workers. A meeting was later held in the school to look into the girls’ food habits. It was
noted that as many as 90 girls had not having their breakfast regularly. The ANM had not been
conducting health check up regularly. The Sarpanch asked the girls why they had not been having
breakfast, to which they replied that there were no drinking water facilities in the school. He promised
to do all that he could to remedy the situation.
Members of the Village Forum in Gottimukkula villages of Vikarabad mandal invited the Sub-Collector
of Ranga Reddy to participate in one of their meetings. They informed him during the course of the
meeting that 36 children from the village had been attending college but had no proper bus facility.
They not only had to walk a distance of 2 kilometres up to the village entrance but also had to waste
at least an hour and a half because the bus departed their village at 6 a.m. They requested the official
to get the timetable of the bus changed. He did not reschedule the bus but got another service
introduced. This bus used to pick them up at 8:30 a.m. every morning.
Members of the School/College Forum in Samathagiri village of Holagunda mandal informed the
Sarpanch that the RTC bus had not been entering the village though there was a scheduled stop. The
nearest point at which the bus could be boarded was located 2 kilometres away. The Sarpanch took
up the issue with the Depot Manager, who told him that he would resume the service, if the villagers
purchased Concessional Annual Travel Cards from the Depot. These cards would give them 10%
concession on travel by Corporation buses for one year. The Sarpanch replied that there was no
relation between the two and added that the bus was the children’s entitlement. He asked the
Manager not to link the two issues. The latter finally yielded and obliged the Sarpanch.
16 girls from Pacharpally and Bapuram villages of Halaharivi mandal attend college in Adoni. They
were accustomed to manual issuance and renewal of bus passes in the past but the system was
changed in late 2014 and they were expected to apply for these passes online, which they were
unused to. A couple of them consequentially quit going to college for a week. This issue was taken up
for discussion during a meeting of the Committee in the presence of the volunteers. The local
volunteer took up the responsibility of getting the bus passes renewed and the girls resumed their
education. Other issues on the agenda included bus timings in Gulyam and admission of poor girls in
hostel. Hostel facilities were arranged for two such girls studying in a Junior College in Adoni.
42 children including 18 girls from Gottimukkula in Vikarabad had to leave for school as early as 630
a.m. because they had no bus after that. They would skip school and go to work in the fields if they
were late. The members met the Sarpanch personally and made a brief presentation on the activities
of the Forum. They petitioned jointly to the Sub-Collector and the Depot Manager of the RTC and he

got the bus rescheduled so that the children could leave at 8 a.m. Nearly all of them are regular to
their classes.
Sammeta Mounika, a native of Dirsinapally, Atmakur (S) mandal and a Class 9 student from
Pedanemilla ZPHS, was the second leader of the Forum. She informed during a review meeting that
she had received an anonymous call from a boy that had told her he knew who she was. She had
passed on the phone to her aunt, who had spoken strongly. He had cut the call abruptly. Her aunt had
begun to suspect her behaviour. The volunteer took the details of the incoming number and dialled it.
The boy spoke but did not divulge any of his details. The volunteer traced his number and warned him
of police action, following which he quit calling. Mounika’s aunt was counselled and the issue set right.
4 girls from Nerniki Thanda and Yellarthi in Holagunda mandal had dropped out of Class 10 and had
migrated for a short period. When spoken to, they informed that they were unwilling to pursue
academic education and demanded skill development training instead. They were duly enrolled in a
Tailoring programme in an Industrial Training Institute.

CRPF
Nearly five incidents of food poisoning due to poor quality of food were reported within a very short
period in Model School – Atmakur (S) and Enubamula, Gattikallu, Thummala Penpahad and
Kotapahad villages of the mandal. The children were taken to the Area Hospital in Suryapet for
treatment, following which the CRPF members involved the MPP, Sarpanchs, youth, women, student
unions and the media in the matter, demanded the ousting of the Model School Principal. The officials
noted that the material used for cooking the meal was not up to the mark. They had earlier tested
some samples of the material. She tried to sideline the issue but they demanded an explanation. She
began blaming the APM – IKP and women’s federations. The volunteers held a meeting with the
teachers to discuss the issue. They noted during the course of the meeting that terms between them
and the Principal were bad and that they were engaged in mutual mudslinging. The teachers informed
that she had embezzled up to Rs. 6 lakhs in the past and had used her political influence to evade
any action. The volunteers and the CRPF members visited the school and noted that the school that
no blackboards or lab facilities. The teachers, in the meantime, came up with a number of complaints
against her. The CRPF members replied that they would do something about the issue but added at
the same time that the issue would have been resolved much earlier if they had cooperated and got
along well with her instead of confronting her over the smallest issue. Relations between them have
improved and a Parents’ Committee was formed to monitor the situation regularly. The situation has
improved now.
A fund of Rs. 2 crores had been sanctioned for an additional building in Junior College Vikarabad,
where insufficiency of accommodation was an issue but the work had not yet commenced. The CRPF
spoke to the local ZPTC and got him to hasten the process. The foundation stone has been laid. The
CRPF petitioned to the Sub-Collector after a girl died of snakebite in Ennepally Hostel and got the
surroundings cleaned. Discussions were also held with Councillors and wardens on problems being
faced by children studying in the SC and BC hostels, Vikarabad.
SMC members from Kothagadi, Vikarabad informed the CRPF during a joint SMC-CRPF meeting in
November that there was shortage of teachers in the Urdu medium PS and that there were delays in
the issuance of textbooks to children from the Urdu medium HS. A parents’ meeting was held a
couple of days later to discuss the issue with nearly 70 members including the ZPTC. He personally
rang up the DEO at the end of the meeting and told him that the PS had only one teacher for 110
children. He also requested the official to arrange books for children from the HS. He also placed a
call to Toll Free No. 1098. The necessary textbooks were sent within two days and the issue of
teachers is being followed up.
Teacher shortage had badly affected the functioning of schools in Thummalapally, Panchalingal,
Narsapur and Narsapur Thanda villages of Marpally mandal. The CRPF petitioned to the MPP, the
Tehsildar and the MEO and asked them to act soon, failing which they would close down the schools.
They locked up the Grama Jyothi officials in a room and staged a protest at the room. Local
newspapers carried a news item on the issue, after which the MPDO promised volunteers. The
Sarpanch, the MPTC, the CRPF and the SMC sponsored two months’ of salaries for volunteers in
Thummalapally.

CRPF Members from Yepuru, Nutankal mandal solved the problem of water shortage in the local
school with the help of the SMC. Water from the pipeline that had been provided to the school was
being diverted to the attendant’s house earlier, which had resulted in water shortage. The waterman
disconnected supply to his house and warned him strongly. The issue has been set right now.
Minister Jagadeeshwar Reddy, who has adopted the village, has responded to petitions by the
members asking for additional buildings sanctioned the necessary funds and work has begun on 4
buildings
GRAM PANCHAYAT
Gram Panchayat members from Nerniki, Holagunda mandal have been raising children’s issues
during Mandal General Body meetings and have been demanding additional teachers/volunteers in
schools wherever required. They also passed resolutions to this effect. More than 10 children from
Hardhageri that had been attending college in Alur were being forced to walk 4 kilometres up to
Halaharivi due to unavailability of cheap public transport and bad road conditions. The volunteers
referred the issue to the Sarpanch during a review meeting and he responded positively by getting the
road cleared. The RTC bus from Halaharivi to Alur has now begun passing through Hardhageri.
It was learnt during a review meeting in Janwada, Shankarpally mandal that 44 out of 71 children from
the HS had failed to clear the exams. The teachers suggested that greater involvement by parents in
meetings and proper assessment of children’s academic needs could help address the problem.
Brighter children would be asked to help weaker children in their studies. Parents were advised told
not to burden their children. Some parents did away with their Satellite television connections in
accordance with a suggestion by the Sarpanch.
The issue of Class 10 results also came up for discussion during a review meeting in Parveda,
Shankarpally mandal. The children had performed badly in Maths and Science with 17 out of 60
having failed the exams. The teachers justified the results by stating that the syllabus had changed
and they could not adjust to it. The Sarpanch asked them how it had been possible for other schools
to get good results when they too had to cope with the new syllabus. The teachers kept mum. They
were asked why the children had not performed well. They replied that they had been irregular to their
classes. Some parents present refuted this claim and informed that their children were quite regular.
The teachers were warned and told to improve situation within 2 months.
The attendance record of private Junior Colleges in Atmakur (S) mandal was quite poor but the
principals had not wanted to risk their revenue and had actually paid their pupils’ exam fees, which
they proposed to collect later from them. A number of these children were unwilling to give the exams
and were followed up by the volunteers. The results were discouraging with hardly 300 out of 1150
managing to pass the exams. The Principals were unwilling to share any information in this regard.
The volunteers explained their agenda to the managements and told them that this was merely for
follow up. They later met the children that had failed the exams and spoke to them. They were
encouraged to appear for the Advanced Supplementary exams. The Principals conducted tuitions for
the children and also arranged food for them.
Hardly 300 out of 1049 children enrolled in Junior Colleges in Nutankal mandal were regular to their
classes but their lecturers were not bothered in the least about this. Merely 103 of them passed the
exams as a result. The Principals were initially unready to comment on this but eventually began
speaking after the agenda was explained to them. They informed that the children would report at 11
a.m. and return by 2 p.m. because they had no access to public transport. They had also not been
attending Study Hours. Their parents had been scolding the lecturers and they could not do much
about it. The volunteers replied that there was no point discussing what had happened and that it was
time they took remedial measures. They were urged to conduct tuitions for the children. They
procrastinated for a week, after which they were told that doing so would improve their image and
benefit them in the long run. They accordingly mobilised the children and held tuitions for 59 children,
which number included 10 married girls.

ACCESS TO EDUCATION
Nedimenti Devendrappa from Nerniki, Holagunda mandal had registered with the Open School
Society and was due to appear for the Class 10 exams in 2015. He had chosen Telugu as the Second
Language but Urdu was mentioned as the Second Language in his Hall Ticket by an error of
omission. The volunteer had not taken note of this. This led to Devendrappa’s being denied admission

and he was asked to appear for the Urdu paper. The volunteer approached the invigilator and
explained the situation to him. The latter asked him to first get the entry in the Hall Ticket altered and
attested by the MEO. Once this was over, the volunteer went and got an affidavit signed by a Notary.
The boy finally gave the Telugu exam after special permission.

LOBBYING FOR AMENITIES
Chintakunta village of Halaharivi mandal had no government bus service and the private bus that
passed through the village was supposed to give students a subsidy of 50% in the charges being
collected but they not been doing so. Enraged, some of the children waylaid the bus and broke the
windows. 3 petitions had been submitted in the past to the Depot Manager of the RTC for a bus and a
copy had been marked to the MLA, who also spoke to him but to no avail. The issue became serious
with the occurrence of the incident involving the private bus and the members of the boys’ forum
moved the MLA again. The latter personally met the Manager and got a bus sanctioned. Nearly 70
children from 6 villages were thus benefited. All of them applied for bus passes.
Children commuting to school from Midthanapally in Atmakur (S) mandal to Suryapet town were
getting delayed by an hour and a half, as the bus used to reach their village only at 8:30 a.m. They
staged a protest and took the issue to the notice of the local volunteer. He spoke to the Depot
Manager of the RTC and got the trip rescheduled so that the bus reached their village at 7 a.m. and
the children reported in time. The volunteer coordinated with Sarpanchs, youth and women’s groups
in Thalla Singaram, Somla Thanda and Loyapally villages of Nutankal mandal to facilitate the
introduction of government bus service in these villages after 10 long years.

STOPPING CHILD MARRIAGES
The parents of Chinchalpet Shailaja, a student of Class 8 from HS Kothagadi in Vikarabad mandal
fixed her marriage without her knowledge. One of their neighbours lodged a complaint with the District
Collector’s office and he ordered a special drive to prevent the marriage. A team of revenue officials
went to the girl’s house, where all arrangements had been made. One of the girl’s relatives, who had
foreseen something of this kind, advised her to threaten them that she would commit suicide if they
tried to come in the way of the wedding. Her father also tried to commit suicide, claiming that no one
would marry her if this marriage didn’t take place. The girl and the couple were taken to the Police
Station, where they were counselled. The Sarpanch, who had a very good record in the entire
Panchayat, offered to speak to the girl and convinced her to relocate to her maternal grandparents’
home in Shadnagar nearly 50 kilometres away. Shailaja is presently in Class 9.
The Sarpanch of Janwada, Shankarpally mandal identified two cases of child marriage in the village
and rang up Toll Free No. 1098. A team of policemen was deputed to look into the issue. One of the
girls had been studying in Class 9 and was a bright student. Her parents were keen on educating her
but she had grown close to a boy from her class when she was in Class 8. They feared the worst and
had withdrawn her from school, after which they fixed her marriage and also held the engagement
ceremony. The policemen counselled the family members and motivated the girl to resume her
education. Efforts are currently underway to enrol her in a hostel.
Sriramulu, the father of Geetha – a Class 10 student from Isthalapuram, Atmakur (S) mandal
proposed to get his daughter married. She passed on this information to the volunteer, who spoke to
her father. He was in an inebriated state and spoke rudely to the volunteer. The issue was referred to
the police and the SI of Police summoned the father to the police station, where he signed a
declaration that he would not get his daughter married before she had completed her 18th year of age.
He, however, took her along with him to Warangal district with the objective of getting her married.
The volunteers came to know of this and involved Lingaiah – the Warangal coordinator of MVF, in the
issue. He spoke to the local police, who took the groom and his father to task. They returned
everything that they had taken towards dowry, to Sriramulu and also gave a written declaration that
they would not marry their son to a minor girl. She returned to home and subsequently, to education.
The incidence of child marriage is quite high among the Kuruva community in Kurnool district. Girls
belonging to the community from Mudathamagi village of Holagunda mandal were often withdrawn
from school at the age of 12-13 to be married off. Only 2 girls from the village had been enrolled in
Class 10 in Holagunda, as transport facilities were limited. The volunteers spoke to members of the
local student union and they spoke to the girls’ parents, promising to arrange a bus if they were willing

to educate their daughters. The girls were at risk of being married off if they were idle at home. Their
parents agreed to the condition put forth by the youth. The latter spoke to the Depot Manager of the
RTC and facilitated the provision of bus service to the village. All 6 girls have resumed their
education. One Maheshwari from the village, who had been married underage, was successfully
motivated to pursue her Intermediate level education.
Ghanta Swathi, the 12-year old foster child of Nagaiah – a VRO from Pedanemilla in Nutankal mandal
was still studying in Class 7 when her foster parents decided to get her married. His neighbours
advised him against doing so, because it would affect his employment but he refused to listen to
them. The neighbours involved the volunteer in the issue. He brought along the Sarpanch and spoke
to Nagaiah at his home. The Sarpanch warned him strongly and told him that he would be suspended
if he went ahead with his plans. Nagaiah was forced to lay off his plans.
A 13-year old girl from Yepuru, Atmakur (S) mandal had an affair with a 28-year old youth, who had
so much control over her that he had succeeded in getting her to shift from the Model School in the
mandal to the local school. Her grandmother and mother once saw them together at their home and
took him to task. The girl, however, made it clear that she had invited him over. The issue was
referred to the police but she brazenly told them that she had a liking for him. The police counselled
her for a week with the help of the volunteer, after which she relented. The youth attempted to get in
touch with her later but a case was put up against him and the issue was put to rest.
The VRO of Anantagiripally, Vikarabad mandal came to know of a proposal by one Maisaiah to marry
off his daughter Lakshmi, who was enrolled in Class 10. He tried to persuade Maisaiah that this was
not the right age for her marriage but the latter did not heed his words. The VRO accordingly lodged a
complaint with the police, who jailed the couple. The VRO also took the issue to the notice of the
Revenue Department, after which they postponed their plans and permitted Lakshmi to continue her
education unhindered. She is currently enrolled in the Intermediate (First Year) programme.

